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Challenges with Access
Gaps in Coverage
Gaps in Coverage
Link Resolvers

- Confusion: too many options
- Dead ends
- Errors in knowledgebase often never corrected
- Lack of confidence drives users away
On/off campus Access with EZProxy

Challenges:

● Off proxy if user journey doesn’t begin at library
● Mobile integration
● Not integrated with holdings

Alternatives:

● Shibboleth, RA21
Paywalls
What do researchers do with paywalls?

- Google Scholar - often links to “rogue sites” with full text
- ResearchGate, SciHub
- Email the author
- Ask the library (often a last resort)
  - Mediated ILL
  - Document delivery
  - Purchase on publisher website
What is Anywhere Access?

- Software that connects researchers to OA, Subscription, and On-Demand journal articles.
- Works with existing library & IT software: knowledgebase, ezproxy, SSO
- Instant 1-click access to literature
- Efficient access to unmediated on-demand content
- Works on/off campus and on mobile
Guides the researcher to library-provided content
Integrated with Publishers & Discovery Services
How does it work with the library?

1. Sync Knowledgebase
   - Alma, Serials Solutions, EBSCO, and more.
   - Automatic Updates

2. Single Sign-On (SSO)
   - Shibboleth, CAS, OAuth, LDAP, SAML
   - Enables authentication across multiple discovery services and publisher websites.

3. EZProxy Integration
   - Other IP Authentication options available
   - COUNTER-compliant
Researcher User Experience

Browser Extension

Native & Widget-based Integrations
Integrated Doc Delivery Options
Unmediated Document Delivery
Researcher User Experience

- Free first page previews
- Instant delivery
- Purchase billed to library

You are previewing an article from Nature. Full text access is available for instant viewing through Lilliput University. The following delivery options are available:

- Rent for 48 hours
  Printing and saving restrictions apply

- Buy Cloud Access
  Printing and saving restrictions apply

- Buy PDF
Managing Budgets with Unmediated Purchasing
Librarian Dashboard

- Integrated holdings prevents purchasing subscribed content
- Ability to enable by publisher, journal
- Ability to enable by tiers of access (PDF, Rental, Read-only versions)
- Integrates with existing link resolver when not available (e.g. ILL workflow)
Publisher Dashboard

- Set separate prices for academic and commercial purchasers
- Multiple pricing tiers available, including: rent, read-only, full text
- Ability to trial on a subset of journals
Benefits to Ecosystem

For Researchers

● Fastest way to access subscribed and on-demand literature
● Works on and off campus.
● “Faster than SciHub”

For Libraries

● Delight patrons with 1-click access.
● Discourage use of “rogue” sites.
● Improved usage analytics for collections management.

For Publishers

● COUNTER-compliant.
● Document Delivery module supports new business models.
● Instant unmediated access dissuades researchers from sourcing from “rogue” sites.
Thank You

anywhereaccess.com